
Aurora gig review - Union Chapel London  

 

There is no doubt that Aurora is a unique character with a distinct voice to match. Her gig at Union Chapel 
London was the perfect venue for her creative artistry to be demonstrated; captivating seven hundred fans 
with many fleeting moments of simplicity. The Norwegian Goddess had an extremely compelling stage 
presence which was evident amongst many in attendance. Her loyal fans (The Warriors, as she calls them) 
were determined to express their undying love for their quirky idol by chanting “We Are The Warriors”. It 
almost felt like I was amongst crazy Football hooligans who just couldn’t contain themselves. 
 
It soon became clear to the audience that Aurora was not the type of artist to be a one hit wonder. Her clear, 
angelic vocals and sweet challenging riffs proved this, accompanied with immense control and power. If only I 
had a hat on, to show her my gratitude for her effortless performance!  
 
With her album “All My Demons Greeting Me As A Friend” soon to be released in March, the singer/songwriter 
has created a sturdy platform, in order to become an artist who will be around in the near future. Whilst the 
world come to terms with a new arrival to the music industry, it's unbeknown to many that Aurora was in fact 
signed at the age of 15, and started putting practice into her music aged 12. With the likes of Ellie Goulding 
calling her “Refreshing” will she manage to bag herself an award at the Brits this year? “Who knows, Who 
knows”.  
 
As we all know Aurora has great visual imagery which is backed up by her immense talent. From her bold hand 
gestures to her wild and wacky facial expressions, there is no surprise that she is nominated Critics Choice 
Award for 2016.  
 
As Aurora and her entourage got ready to wrap up their last rendition of the beautiful “Half The World Away, ” 
overwhelmed by the turnout, Aurora begins to slow down and silently weep like a baby. Soon after her female 
synth player offers a warm hug and Aurora willingly accepts, despite a rare vulnerable moment, she powered 
through and showed her appreciation towards her warriors. In the words of Aurora she says  “I am 
overwhelmed by the beautiful people who stand before me”. The musical sweetheart demanded another song, 
accompanied by her ever so talented band who were moved by the reception from the fans looking on. 
 
The electro pop superstar is taking effortless to a whole new level. Her well known ballad “Runaway” left 
myself and others speechless, followed by her hit single “Conqueror.”  There was no stopping this musical fairy, 
she must have taken a double dose of fairy dust. I guess we wouldn't expect anything less.  
 
Her small talk was slightly uncomfortable as she chatted her way into awkward situations with nowhere then 
to hide. She bends down in her Marks and Spencer maternity dress to pick up a rather deflated red balloon, 
which somehow joined her on stage all the way from manchester. As her instrumentalist chuckle, the audience 
don't know whether to laugh, cry or call a doctor, has this girl gone slightly mad? She mentions that herself and 
this red balloon had formed a relationship back in Manchester at her previous gig, and it hasn't left her stage 
side ever since. Although everything she was saying was completely bonkers, everyone couldn't help but feel 
totally engaged by her bizarreness.  
 
Aurora’s down to earth yet slightly awkward attitude on stage makes her even more intriguing, not only to 
listen to but also to look at. Her almost childlike figure and Doll-like eyes drew me into the world of Aurora and 
that is definitely somewhere I would like to visit. Although performing comes natural to Aurora she almost 
seemed startled when she received cheers from her loyal fans. “We love you” one of many warriors shouted, 
her response (a giggle) Let's just hope the music industry doesn't change her humbleness.  
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